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Abstract

We examine nonstationary signals within the framework of compressive sensing and sparse

reconstruction. Most of these signals, which arise in numerous applications, exhibit small rel-

ative occupancy in the time-frequency domain, casting them as sparse in a joint-variable rep-

resentation. We present two general approaches to incorporate sparsity into time-frequency

analysis, leading to what we refer to as sparsity-aware quadratic time-frequency distribu-

tions. Both approaches exploit time-frequency sparsity under full data and compressed ob-

servations. In the first approach, quadratic time-frequency distributions are derived based

on optimal multi-task kernel design. In this case, sparseness in the time-frequency domain

presents itself as a new design task, adding to the two fundamental tasks of auto-term

preservation and cross-term suppression. In the second approach, sparse reconstruction is

used, in lieu of the Fourier transform, to obtain quadratic time-frequency distributions from

compressed measurements observed in the time domain or the joint-variable domain. It

is shown that multiple measurement vector methods and block sparsity techniques play a

fundamental role in improving signal local frequency representations. Examples of both

approaches are provided. Analysis is supported by results based on simulated data, electro-

magnetic modeled data, and real Doppler and micro-Doppler data measurements of radar

returns associated with human motions.
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vector, micro-Doppler.

1. Introduction

This review article deals with signal time-frequency (TF) signature reconstruction from

complete and incomplete data. Incomplete data include missing observations or random

sampling, and can be due to fading channels, discarding noisy measurements, hardware

simplification, sampling frequency limitations, logistical restrictions on data collections and

storage, or a result of co-existence between wireless communication systems and systems

performing active or passive sensing [1, 2, 3]. The article groups recent developments and

potential future advances in sparse nonstationary signal analysis into two fundamental ap-

proaches, both exploiting signal sparseness over the joint-variable TF domain.

There are numerous applications where nonstationary signals are present at the trans-

mitter, receiver, or both. This covers astronomical, biological and man-made signals and

spans ubiquitous active and passive sensing modalities, including sonar, radar, and ultra-

sound [1, 4, 5, 6]. Nonstationary signals, especially frequency modulated (FM) signals, are

typically employed by smart jamming [7, 8], and also characterize speech and electromyo-

graphic recordings [9, 10]. In radar and sonar systems, the Doppler frequency is used to

estimate the radial velocity of a target which can be a constant, linear, or nonlinear function

of time. The rotation, vibration, and coning motion of a target or its parts may produce

periodic Doppler modulations of the received signal, referred to as the micro-Doppler effect,

which are best revealed in the time-frequency domain [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].

Unlike sinusoidal signals, FM signals are wideband, that is, the signals occupy the en-

tire bandwidth under Nyquist sampling. In this respect, they are not globally sparse when

represented in the frequency domain. However, owing to their power concentration in fre-

quency at the different time instants, these signals are instantaneously narrowband. In

this regard, the time-frequency signatures of a large class of nonstationary signals occupy
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small regions in the TF domain. This property casts the signals as sparse in the joint-

variable representations [18] and has recently invited sparse signal reconstruction and CS

techniques [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] to play an important role in TF signal analysis and process-

ing [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Opposite to stationary signals, where frequency sparsity can be

assumed globally, local frequency reconstruction of a single- or a multi-component nonsta-

tionary signal is deemed to outperform the signal global reconstructions in which all data

measurements are considered.

The objectives of recent research activities in sparsity-aware quadratic time–frequency

distributions (SA-QTFDs) is to 1) utilize the signal joint-variable domain sparsity, 2) com-

bat the adverse effect of missing samples on time-frequency signal representations, and 3)

define effective sampling and data collection strategies for signals with time-varying spectral

characteristics. Meeting these objectives will lead to fast data acquisition, improved signal

and target detection and classification in radar, communications, sonar, and satellite navi-

gation. Further, the research in SA-QTFDs benefits other important emerging applications

in the area of big data where sparsity of the joint-variable domain provides a vehicle for

reduction in data storage as well as efficiency in data recovery.

QTFDs seek to combine the instantaneous power and spectral energy density of the

signal into one TF domain representation. However, missing samples and randomly under-

sampled nonstationary signals give rise to artifacts that spread over both the TF domain and

the ambiguity domain, which are related by the two-dimensional Fourier transform [29, 30].

These artifacts obscure the signal components and their instantaneous frequencies (IFs).

Efforts and attempts to use traditional TF smoothing kernels for reducing missing samples

artifacts proved ineffective and unsuccessful. This is because the ambiguity-domain low-pass

filter characteristics, underlying signal-independent kernels which are applied to mitigate the

signal cross-terms [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36], offer limited benefits against an exceedingly noisy

ambiguity function (AF). On the other hand, missing samples can misguide the signal-
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dependent adaptive kernels [37] into capturing the wrong areas of the AF. These difficulties

and inabilities to apply QTFDs in their known nominal forms call for new approaches

wherein sparsity can be either leveraged in TF kernel design or directly used in constrained

optimization problems for TF signature reconstructions.

Compressed sensing (CS) has been studied extensively in many applications, including

radar [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. In CS, a sparse representation of a signal is projected onto a

much smaller measurement space. This leads, in general, to decreasing the data-acquisition

requirements from the time, logistic, and hardware complexity perspectives. It is then

possible to record a small number of linear measurements of a signal and, from those mea-

surements, reconstruct the complete set of all samples that can be recorded conventionally.

The required number of observations is slightly higher than the signal sparsity level, but

far fewer than the signal ambient dimension. Although vastly applied in many applications,

little consideration has been given to sparse reconstruction of nonstationary signals.

We consider the problem of SA-QTFDs using complete and compressed observations,

following two general approaches, both are important and key to the understanding of

the offerings of sparsity in enhancing nonstationary signal analysis. In the first approach,

new QTFDs, within Cohen’s class, are introduced through a novel kernel design which has

sparsity in the TF domain as one of its primary goals. These multi-task kernels combine low-

pass filtering for reduced interference distributions (RIDs), with sparsity in the TF domain,

yielding robustness to missing data. The result is a superior distribution over that obtained

through conventional data-independent or data-dependent kernel design. Different sparsity

measures applied in the TF domain can be used to solve for the optimum multi-task TF

kernels.

In the second approach, one departs from Cohen’s class and replace the Fourier trans-

form (FT), which connects time, time-lag, and ambiguity domains to the TF domain, by

a corresponding linear dictionary and solve the respective sparse reconstruction and opti-
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mization problem. This approach underlines most of the recent contributions of SA-QTFDs.

The work in [18, 25, 44, 45] performs sparse reconstructions from windowed data in the time

domain and, in this respect, it parallels the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and the

spectrogram. Sinusoidal and chirp atoms have both been used within each window to form

the dictionary matrix with the latter outperforming the former due to its better approxi-

mation of the local frequency behavior of most FM signals. Aside from the time domain,

sparse reconstructions are carried out in [24] from compressed observations in the ambiguity

domain, and in [29] from the instantaneous autocorrelation function (IAF) domain, i.e., the

time-lag domain. The difference between the ambiguity domain and the IAF domain is

that missing samples in time lead to missing samples in the IAF, but not in the AF, which

only becomes noisy. Additionally, reconstruction from the IAF domain allows the use of

the dictionary matrix with a reduced size and enables exploitation of local sparsity over a

short time period. A clear and fundamental role of a multiple measurement vector (MMV)

model, block sparsity, and multi-task Bayesian compressive sensing (BCS) techniques in

revealing the signal local power behavior was established in [46]. The MMV model can

arise from using multiple data windows [47] reminiscent of the multiple window spectro-

gram [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. BCS enables, through the priors, the incorporation

of the contiguity property of most TF signatures and thus enhances sparse optimization

solutions. It should be noted that, in the above two approaches, we deal with complex

data whereas a missing sample implies that both the sample’s real and imaginary parts are

unavailable. Further, missing samples are drawn from a uniform distribution. As such, data

with contiguous missing samples are unlikely to occur neither are they enforced. Reference

[56] addresses this case and presents solutions based on empirical mode decomposition.

A hybrid approach combining the aforementioned two approaches can also be used. In

this case, sparsity-aware TF kernels are designed and applied to the AF similar to the first

approach. A sparsity measure is then used to produce a signal power distribution in the
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TF domain. In this respect, sparsity is used twice, in kernel design as well as in obtaining

QTFDs from the ambiguity domain.

The above two approaches and their hybrid schemes constitute a nonparametric perspec-

tive to SA-QTFDs. There is also a parametric dictionary based approach which is directly

applied to the time-domain data to estimate the signal parameters [27]. This parametric

perspective is justified by the need, in many applications, to perform classification based

on features related to the estimated signal parameters. However, this approach specifically

deals with nonstationary signals with a priori known structures, such as chirps and sinu-

soidal FM signals. As such, it works well when there is a good match between the assumed

and the actual signal characteristics, but remains sensitive to deviations from the assumed

model.

This paper also considers interpolation as a method to deal with missing data and as

an alternative to the above CS approaches. Upon obtaining the interpolated data, one

can then proceed with the computation of TF distributions. Since missing data samples

in time introduce missing samples in the time-lag domain, interpolation can be performed

in either the time or the time-lag domain. It is shown in [57] that interpolation of the

IAF outperforms data interpolation in time, as it acts on reducing cross-terms through its

underlying low-pass filter characteristics. As such, it provides a better approximation of the

TF signature when the complete data is considered. In this respect, IAF interpolation is

better suited for QTFDs even though it exhibits more missing samples than those originally

occurring in time. We compare QTFDs with and without data interpolation and contrast

their performance with sparse signal reconstruction.

In addition to deterministic signals, QTFDs were used in the past to estimate the time-

varying spectrum of nonstationary random processes [58, 59, 60]. When dealing with under-

spread nonstationary random processes, compressive sensing techniques have been recently

applied to estimate the minimum variance spectrum [61]. This work parallels that in [24]
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for deterministic signals, but views the applied kernel and compressed observations in the

ambiguity domain as an averaging process to reduce spectral variance. In this regard, it can

be considered part of the second approach underling SA-QTFDs. We focus in this paper

on deterministic signals, and refer the reader to reference [61] for detailed information on

examples and applications of sparse reconstruction of nonstationary random process with

sparsity in the TF domain. SA-QTFDs may employ a variety of sparse reconstruction al-

gorithms which may differ in accuracy, convergence, and complexity. These include greedy

algorithms and techniques based on convex optimization. Many of those techniques guaran-

tee reliable reconstruction only when the dictionary, linearly relating observations with the

sparse signature, meets the so-called restricted isometry property (RIP) condition. This con-

dition can limit the capability of these algorithms in achieving high-resolution sparse signal

reconstruction. Sparse Bayesian learning methods [62], such as the multi-task CS (MT-CS)

algorithm [63], form a different class of sparse signal reconstruction algorithms that are

insensitive to the RIP restriction. These algorithms are originally designed to recover real-

valued sparse solutions. The complex multi-task BCS (CMT-BCS) algorithm [64], which

enforces group sparsity between real and imaginary components of complex sparse entries,

is effective to handle problems that involve complex entries as in the case of a sparsity-aware

time-frequency signal representation (SA-TFSR).

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a review of commonly ap-

plied quadratic TF analysis methods and sparse optimization techniques. The interpolation

approach for estimating missing data samples is given in Section 3. Section 4 motivates the

TF sparsity problem and presents the overall two-fold framework for SA-QTFDs. In Section

5, we expand Cohen’s class of QTFDs to include sparsity promoting TF kernels and provide

an example of the multi-task kernel design. In Section 6, we describe sparse reconstruction

of the signal TF signature using compressed observations measured in the time, time-lag,

and ambiguity domains. For the case of time-domain observations, both sinusoidal and chirp
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dictionaries are used for local frequency reconstruction. Single and multiple data windows

are considered, yielding single and multiple vector measurements. We identify BCS as the

technique of preference due its robustness to mutual coherence of the dictionary matrix as

well as its suitability in accounting for the signal continuous TF properties. In Section 7, we

present the parametric dictionary approach and show its offerings and limitations. Section

8 is the conclusion.

2. Background

2.1. Time-Frequency Distributions

Cohen’s class of QTFDs of a nonstationary signal x(n), n = 0, 1, 2, ...N−1, given a kernel

function C(p,m), is defined as

Dxx(n, k) =

N/2−1∑
p=−N/2

N/2−1∑
m=−N/2

C(p,m)Axx(p,m)e(−mk−pn)2π/N ,

Axx(p,m) =
N−1∑
n=0

x(n+
m

2
)x∗(n− m

2
)e−2πpn/N ,

(1)

where  =
√
−1 and (·)∗ denotes complex conjugation. Axx(p,m) is AF of signal x(n), with p

and m, respectively, denoting the frequency shift (also referred to as the Doppler frequency)

and the time lag. The kernel C(p,m) acts as a filter and places different weightings on

the AF. The majority of signals in practice have auto-terms located near the origin in the

ambiguity domain, while the signal cross-terms are distant from the time-lag and frequency-

shift axes. This property has motivated researchers to propose RID kernels with low-pass

filter characteristics to suppress cross-terms and preserve auto-terms. RIDs can be signal-

independent or signal-dependent. The former involves applying a fixed kernel to smooth

the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD), for which C(p,m) = 1,∀p,∀m. On the other hand,

the most well-known signal-dependent kernel is the adaptive optimal kernel (AOK), which
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is formulated as an optimization problem [37]:

maximize
C(r,q),∀r,∀q

N−1∑
r=0

N−1∑
q=0

r|Axx(r, q)C(r, q)|2

subject to C(r, q) = e
− r2

2σ2(q) , (2)
N−1∑
q=0

σ2(q) ≤ α.

The objective of the AOK is to maximize the energy in the ambiguity domain in order to

preserve the auto-terms. Note that the AF and the kernel function in (2) are defined in the

polar coordinates in terms of the radius r and the aspect angle q. The Gaussian constraint

in C(r, q) forces the kernel to have low-pass filter characteristics, which lends itself to cross-

term reduction, if not suppression. The second constraint specifies the volume under the

optimal kernel. The choice of α influences the tradeoff between cross-term suppression and

auto-term preservation.

2.2. Effect of Missing Samples on QTFDs

Missing data and random measurements cause [29]: a) missing entries in the IAF and

generation of noise-like artifacts in the WVD and AF; and b) reduction in the magnitude

of the auto-term entries due to lost energies. Fig. 1 compares the WVD, AF, and the IAF

of a signal consisting of two parallel polynomial phase components [29]. In the WVD, the

artifacts due to 60% missing data make TF signature recognition difficult.

Exploitation of TF kernels may improve the QTFD. However, it is shown in [30] that,

in order for a kernel under imcomplete data to produce the same results as that applied to

complete data, it must lose its nominal characteristics of being real, symmetric and satisfying

the marginal properties. This shows that nominal data-independent kernels will not meet

their intended goal of reduced artifacts, which typically increase with a higher number of

missing samples.
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As shown in Fig. 2(a), the AOK is superior to a data-independent kernel and results in

significant artifact reduction while recovering the auto-terms. However, because of the high

artifacts along the lag axis in the ambiguity domain arising from the impulsive-like effect of

missing samples (see Fig. 2(b)), the AOK becomes misguided and captures the wrong terms,

leading to a cluttered TF domain in the form of vertical strips. Fig. 2(c) shows the Choi-

Williams distribution (CWD) [35] as an example of using a data-independent distribution

kernel. Similar results were obtained using more recent kernels, including the B-distribution

[65]. While both of these kernels effectively reduce the noise-like artifacts, the missing

energy of the auto-terms is not well recovered, and the vertical strips remain pronounced.

For comparison, the spectrogram is shown in Fig. 2(d) demonstrating poor resolution, but

not resulting in a clutter TFD such as in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

2.3. Compressive Sensing and Sparse Reconstruction

For a brief review of the main ideas underlying CS, consider a signal vector x ∈ CN ,

which is K-sparse. That is, the vector x has at most K nonzero elements where K < N .

The set of positions of the nonzero elements of x is referred to as the support of x. Only

M � N linear non-adaptive measurements of the signal x are recorded, i.e.,

y = Φx + ε, (3)

where y ∈ CM is the measurement vector, Φ ∈ CM×N is a known dictionary matrix, which

is typically designed with some degree of randomness, and ε ∈ CM is an unknown complex

Gaussian noise vector.

Given the single measurement vector (SMV) model in (3), the sparse signal vector x

can be recovered uniquely with a high probability from the measurement vector y provided

that the matrix Φ has some desirable attributes and the dimension M of the measurement

vector y is at least of the order of K log(N/K) [66]. Several sparse reconstruction algorithms
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Algorithm 1 - OMP

Inputs: measurement vector y, matrix A, initial residual r0=y, Φ0=∅
Output: signal vector x
At each iteration i until the stopping criterion is met do:
1. Find the j-th column of matrix A which has the highest correlation with current residual,

j = arg max | < ri−1, Aj > |.
2. Augment the matrix of chosen atoms,

Φi = [Φi−1;Aj].
3. Solve the least square problem,

xi = arg min ‖y−Φixi‖2.
4. Calculate the new residual,

ri = y−Φixi.

are available in the literature, ranging from those based on `1-norm convex optimization to

iterative greedy algorithms. The `1-norm related reconstruction scheme solves the convex

optimization problem (or its variants) as follows:

minimize
x

‖ x ‖1

subject to ‖ y −Φx ‖22≤ ε0, (4)

where ‖ · ‖1 denotes the `1-norm, ‖ · ‖2 represents the Euclidean (`2)-norm, and the pa-

rameter ε0 is a regularizer. There are many solvers of the `1-regularized formulation in (4)

or its variants, such as the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [23].

On the other hand, greedy algorithms iteratively build the sparse solution by identifying

the support set, either one or multiple terms at a time. The orthogonal matching pursuit

(OMP) algorithm is a popular greedy algorithm [22] which can be summarized in Algorithm

1.

In some applications, a sequence of measurement vectors, yl, l = 1, ..., L with L > 1,

is acquired from slowly varying sources or similar scenes. The underlying ensemble of sig-

nals {xl}l=1,...,L share a common sparse support, resulting in what is commonly referred to
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as the multiple measurement vector (MMV) model. The mapping from the measurements

{yl}l=1,...,L to the signals {xl}l=1,...,L can be cast as a block/group sparse reconstruction

problem, which can be solved with a number of algorithms, such as the block OMP and the

group LASSO algorithms [67, 68]. With a common dictionary, the multiple measurements

and signals are arranged into matrices and the signal ensemble recovery problem is formu-

lated as a matrix norm minimization problem, which can be solved using, for example, the

regularized M-FOCUSS algorithm [69].

Recently, Bayesian based CS algorithms have received much attention because they gen-

erally achieve better reconstruction performance than those obtained by the aforementioned

conventional sparse reconstruction approaches [70, 71, 72]. The BCS [62] and its extended

multi-task CS (MT-CS) [63] algorithms constitute an important family of algorithms to re-

cover sparse signals under the SMV and MMV models, respectively. The BCS approaches

have originally been designed for real-valued sparse solutions. Complex-valued signals and

measurements are typically handled by decomposing them into independent real and imag-

inary components. Effective BCS algorithms for recovering complex-valued signals under

both SMV and MMV models has been recently developed [64, 73].

3. Linear Interpolation for TF Signature Estimation

Before embarking on the discussion of SA-QTFDs, we examine QTFDs obtained from

interpolated data. Interpolation attempts to uncompress the observations and, in so doing,

it reduces errors when performing TF analysis. Interpolation is very common in signal

processing and, in general, can be formulated as,

y = Hx, (5)
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where matrix H ∈ CN×N is typically sparse and represents a linear operator that maps vector

x ∈ CN which has missing samples into vector y ∈ CN which, for the considered interpolation

problem, contains the coefficients of the interpolation kernel. The above equation does not

require iteration as in the case for sparse reconstruction. It represents a time-invariant filter

operation for the case of uniform down-sampling, where the number of interpolated samples

B between any two consecutive observations remains the same. In the case of random under-

sampling, B becomes time-dependent, amounting to time-varying filtering operations.

In applying interpolators to nonstationary signals, and prior to computing TF distri-

butions, one has the option to either interpolate the raw data in the time domain or to

interpolate the bilinear data products, referred to as IAF, in the time-lag domain. Without

loss of generality, we use a linear interpolator as a representative of classical interpolators.

When directly operating on the randomly sampled data, the interpolated data in the fre-

quency domain become

Y (k) =
P∑
p=1

X(k; p)H(k; p), k = 0, ...N − 1, (6)

where P is the number of interpolation segments, Y (k) is the DFT of y at frequency index k,

X(k; p) is the DFT of x over the pth interpolation segment, and H(k; p) is the interpolator

frequency response over the same segment.

Equation (6) implies a time-varying low-pass filtering operation. The exclusion of high

frequency components due to filtering would depend on B. In essence, fewer missing samples

cause a less truncated frequency spectrum. Consequently, when dealing with under-sampling

of critically sampled data, part of the high signal bandwidth will be lost, leading to signal

distortion.

Performing interpolation in the time-lag domain corresponds to applying low-pass filter-
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ing in the ambiguity domain for each lag m,

Ayy(k,m) =

P (m)∑
p=1

Axx(k,m; p)H(k,m; p), k,m = 0, ...N − 1, (7)

where P (m) is the number of interpolation segments used at lag m, Axx(k,m; p) is the AF

over the pth interpolation segment, and H(k,m; p) is the interpolator frequency response

over the same segment.

In this case, removal of high frequency components occurs in the ambiguity domain.

Since the signal auto-terms are of low-pass characteristics with high power concentration

at or near the origin, the filtering operation in (7) is considered less harmful to the TF

signature than that of the time-domain interpolation in (6).

In order to demonstrate the specific role of linear interpolators in different domains, we

examine their performance for polynomial phase signals. In all cases, the WVD is computed

using the interpolated data. For comparison, we examine both the WVD and the CWD

applied to incomplete data. The results demonstrate the advantage of using the linear

interpolator in the time-lag domain. In all plots, the frequency axis is normalized.

Consider a sinusoidal FM signal

x(n) = e32 sin(4πn/N)+nπ/2,

where N = 256, n = 0, ...N − 1, and 40% of noiseless data is randomly missing. Fig. 3(a)

shows the WVD with high level of artifact which is the consequence of missing samples in

the time domain. The effects of applying the linear interpolator in different domains are

shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). As depicted in Fig. 3(c), the WVD, obtained from the

interpolated IAF over time, reveals the desired TF signature, even though some artifact

is still present. Also, we show results using other interpolation techniques, namely splines
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and nearest neighbor method (Fig. 4). We can notice that these methods exhibit similar

behavior as linear interpolation.

In the next example, we observe a multi-component signal,

x(n) = e4.8π(2n/N−1)
3+64n/N + e4.8π(2n/N−1)

3−192n/N ,

where N = 256, n = 0, ...N − 1. The signal is randomly under-sampled and 50% of the

samples are missing. The results in Fig. 5 illustrate, as in the previous cases, the specific

filtering role of the interpolator in the ambiguity domain. However, the cross-terms in Fig.

5(b) are not completely removed by the linear interpolator, indicating the dependence of

the filter cutoff frequency on the number of missing samples. A higher number of missing

samples will amount to decreasing the cutoff frequency of the corresponding filter, but at the

cost of estimating more unknown points. Fig. 5(c) shows the result corresponding to 35%

of the observed data. While fewer cross-terms are produced due to a narrower interpolator

filter, the auto-terms are adversely affected due to the same reason.

This analysis sheds new light on the role of interpolators as a cross-term removal method.

Another way to interpolate in the time-lag domain is to estimate the missing samples for a

given time over the lag variable, which is shown in [57] to be inferior to that performed in

the same domain over the time variable. Out of the aforementioned three ways to interpo-

late the data, the one with the filtering effect in the ambiguity domain can be considered

most attractive for Doppler signals. The simple implementation of classical interpolators

motivates their use in the TF signature estimation problem, but they remain inferior to

SA-QTFDs, as demonstrated in Section 5 (see Fig. 11).
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4. Concept and Overall Approaches for SA-QTFDs

Owing to their instantaneous narrowband characteristics and high power concentrations

over the joint TF variables, the signatures of a large class of nonstationary signals occupy

small regions in the TF domain. In other words, most of the TF domain is vacant. This

property casts the signals as sparse in the joint-variable representations and has recently

invited sparse signal reconstruction and CS techniques to play an important role in TF

signal analysis and processing [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 44, 45, 46, 47]. We focus on

sparsity-aware nonparametric TFSRs based on quadratic distributions. We reconsider the

offerings of QTFDs from a sparsity perspective and accommodate a broad class of real-world

signals beyond frequency hopping and signals representable by time-varying autoregressive

models [74].

Conceptually, consider an ideal TF representation of a sinusoidal FM signal and a linear

FM (LFM) signal as shown in Fig. 6. The IF signal characterization demonstrates: a)

Sparsity in the two-dimensional (2-D) TF domain by the virtue of perfect power localization,

making the signal appear as a wavy line in a plane populated by zero values; b) Frequency

sparsity, where the intersection of a vertical time slice and the wavy line produces only

two nonzero values over frequency which, in turn, establishes a K=2 sparsity property;

and c) Time sparsity along a frequency slice. With non-ideal practical TFSR, the time

and frequency slices are, respectively, replaced by short windows and narrowband filters, as

depicted in Fig. 6(b). In this case, sparsity is reduced when compared to the ideal case, due

to the inclusion of consecutive points. The TFSR in Fig. 6(b) is provided by the spectrogram,

which is the magnitude squared of the STFT.

Micro-Doppler signals are generally sparse and exhibit significant changes in their struc-

tures over time. Radar micro-Doppler is the phenomenon of the observed micro-motions on

the top of the bulk main Doppler component of a target’s motion. It has been the subject of

research over a number of years focusing on the additional information that can be extracted
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from this signal [75]. Such information can then be exploited in a variety of applications

for security, law enforcement, urban warfare, and search and rescue, where the detection,

tracking, and classification of many human targets moving in a cluttered environment is of

paramount importance. These signals are also associated with radar returns from vibrating,

oscillating, and rotating targets [43].

As illustrated in Fig. 7, sparsity-aware quadratic TF analysis follows two different ap-

proaches. The first approach is to maintain the FT operations connecting the four domains

of time, IAF, AF, and TF. These transformations can be generalized through Cohen’s class,

described in (1), to include kernel operations that are responsible for removing cross-terms.

In this case, the kernel, which thus far has been designed with two purposes of cross-term

suppressions and auto-term preservations, is now required to be multi-task, i.e., also promot-

ing a sparse QTFD. In the second approach, we replace the FT by a linear dictionary and

solve a sparse reconstruction problem to recover the QTFD from complete or compressed

data measured in any of the three other domains, as depicted in Fig. 8. This approach

typically deals with SMV and can be extended to exploit MMVs and make use of multi-task

BCS. A hybrid approach that combines the above two approaches is also considered.

5. Sparse Kernel Design – A Multi-task Design

Designing a proper kernel has been an important task in TF analysis since the introduc-

tion of RIDs. Even though various kernel designs have been proposed in the literature, their

primary purpose has been invariably the capture of the true signal components. Traditional

kernels of signal-independent forms did not observe the case of missing samples. Robustness

to missing data can, however, be achieved by imposing sparsity constraints in the kernel

design. In so doing, kernels become multi-task in the sense that, in addition to auto-term

preservation and cross-term suppression, they are tasked to provide sparse TFSRs.

Missing samples produce artifacts in the ambiguity domain. The artifacts pattern de-
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pends on the values of the missing samples as well as their positions. Thus, some parts

of the ambiguity function will be more affected than others. This problem motivated the

introduction of optimum kernels which can maintain their desirable performance despite the

heavily cluttered ambiguity domain. We invoke the sparsity condition of the QTFD which

carries a different optimality than that embedded in the commonly used AOK. The latter

can itself be used as a platform for the new kernel formulation.

The optimization problem in a discrete form is formulated as follows:

minimize
σ

‖ A−A�C ‖2 +η ‖W(A�C)WH ‖1

subject to C(r, q) = e
− r2

2σ2(q) , (8)
N−1∑
q=0

σ2(q) ≤ α,

where η represents the regularization parameter and W represents the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT) matrix. A corresponds to the short-time AF, i.e., the AF of the windowed

signal centered at a time instant. In addition, � denotes element-wise multiplication and (·)H

denotes Hermitian conjugate. As such, we search for σ(q) in a radial Gaussian kernel, which

would fulfill the three desired tasks of auto-term preservation, cross-term suppression, and

TF sparseness. In the proposed objective function, two terms are minimized. The first term

is an error between the original AF and the kerneled AF. Minimization of this term amounts

to preserving as much energy as possible in the ambiguity domain. The second term imposes

sparsity in the TF domain and its role is to maintain good signal localization properties under

incomplete data. After computing σ(q) and the corresponding kernel function, we perform

the 2-D DFT to obtain the corresponding QTFD. Since we are searching for the TFSR of

one time slice, we use only one column of the obtained matrix corresponding to the centered

window instant. In order to find the value of σ(q), the gradient method can be used. This

method requires computing the derivative of the `1-norm penalty term. This term is not
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differentiable, motivating the use of the sub-gradient method where σ is updated at each

iteration [76].

Below, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed kernel for the signal considered

in Fig. 2, where 50% of the noise-free data is randomly missing. We compare the proposed

kernel QTFD with the AOK distribution, the CWD, and the spectrogram. The results are

depicted in Fig. 9, and they clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

As shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), the CWD and the spectrogram fail to capture the signal TF

signature under missing samples. On the other hand, the AOK based distribution in Fig.

9(a) signifies the two signal components, but is highly cluttered. The result of the proposed

sparse adaptive kernel design, as shown in Fig. 9(d), successfully suppresses such artifacts.

The previous approach seeks the sparsest QTFD which could be obtained based on the

AF of the incomplete data. Thus, part of the clutter will always be captured since the AF

itself is distorted. This challenge can be addressed by incorporating the estimation of the

AF in the process of kernel design. The following design solves for kerneled AF AC and

kernel C,

maximize
AC,C(σ)

GI[vec(FT2(AC))]

subject to ‖ rmxx −Q(C)amC ‖2≤ ε, m = 1, 2, ...N,

C(σ) is a low-pass kernel, (9)

where vec(·) denotes the vectorization operation, FT2 denotes the 2-D DFT, GI denotes the

Gini index, and σ is a parameter which determines the kernel extent. amC is the mth row of

AC, arranged in a column, representing the AF of the mth lag. The TF sparsity is measured

using the Gini index, which is defined for sorted real-valued signal vector x, x(1) ≤ ... ≤ x(N)

as,

GI(x) = 1− 2
N∑
n=1

x(n)

‖x‖1
N − n+ 0.5

N
. (10)
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Signals with a small number of nonzero values have a high GI [30]. It should be noted that,

just like in the previous case when dealing with matrices, in order to compute the Gini index,

a vectorized form of the QTFD is used. The first constraint in (9) is responsible for data

fitting, as it minimizes the `2-norm of residuals. This constraint relates the measurements

in the time-lag domain rmxx and kerneled AF amC for each lag m. Matrix Q is a partial DFT

matrix and is determined by the extent of kernel C. By solving the `2-norm optimization

problem, we obtain the kerneled AF for each m, aC
m. Setting the kernel to have low-pass

filtering characteristics discards the high-frequency columns in the partial DFT matrix. The

second constraint in (9) is necessary for ensuring that the auto-terms are captured without

the inclusion of cross-terms. Any low-pass filter shape can be applied. Since the optimum

C and AC are unknown, the optimization in (9) can be computationally demanding when

compared to some of the well-known one-variable optimizations, e.g., basis pursuit. An

efficient algorithm was proposed in [30] for solving (9).

In order to evaluate the performance of the kernel design in (9), we consider a noiseless

signal consisting of two crossing chirps:

x(n) = e64π(n/N)2 + e−64π(n/N)2 ,

where N = 128 and n = 0, ...N − 1. The above signal is sampled according to the Nyquist

theorem, followed by random removal of 50% of the samples. Both the CWD and the AOK

based distributions of incomplete data (Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)) contain clutter introduced by

the missing samples. Also, we can notice vertical lines in the cluttered CWD. These lines

are impulses which, due to the marginal properties of the CWD kernel, are captured along

the Doppler frequency axis in the ambiguity domain, as discussed in [30]. In Fig. 10(c),

the QTFD based on the proposed kernel design is shown. Even though 50% of samples are

missing, the TF signature clearly depicts the two components.
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In the second example, we observe the multicomponent signal observed in Section 3 (Fig.

5). The phase of two signal components is a third degree polynomial. As in the previous

example, the signal is under-sampled, 65% of samples are randomly missing. The proposed

kernel design provides the TF signature without gaps or vertical lines which exist in both

the the AOK based distribution and the CWD (Fig. 11).

6. Non-parametric Sparse reconstruction of Signal TF Signatures

6.1. Ambiguity Domain Sparse Reconstruction

Reconstructions of QTFDs from few ambiguity domain observations is based on selecting

suitable AF samples close to the origin and then searching for the sparsest QTFD, in `1-norm,

which best approximates the AF observations in the least square error sense. The argument

made in favor of this technique, which is part of the second approach in Fig.7, is that masking

the AF around the origin would have two opposite effects on the QTFD: it reduces cross-

terms due to the mask low-pass filter characteristics, but it also degrades the TF resolution

and IF localization. This degradation is combated by using sparse reconstruction in place

of the crude Fourier inversion. The problem can be formulated as follows,

Dx = arg min
D
‖ vec(D) ‖1

subject to ‖ vec(FT2{D})− vec(Ax) ‖22≤ ε, (11)

where Dx is the estimated TFSR matrix, and Ax is the AF of the observed signal. The

work in [24] on this subject also considers the case where there is a strict equality constraint

rather than the `2-norm. It is noteworthy that the results of this approach heavily depend on

the choice of the ambiguity domain mask. The authors in [24] use the uncertainty principle

to select the size of the mask in the order of the signal length. In [77], this mask is decided

by applying an adaptive optimum kernel, which is described in (2).
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The QTFD obtained by sparse reconstruction of a masked AF works well with complete

data (Fig.12(a)). In the case of random under-sampled data, the AF samples within the

mask become cluttered, rendering this technique ineffective. This is shown in Fig. 12(b) for

a signal composed of a sinusoidal FM and a chirp when 50% of samples are missing.

6.2. Local Sparse Reconstruction from a Single Window

One of the most straightforward sparse reconstructions of local signal frequency char-

acteristics is achieved by applying a sliding time window, reminiscent of the STFT. Using

a partial Fourier basis, one can proceed to apply greedy algorithms or convex optimization

techniques to find the sparsest local frequency contents that describe the observations within

the window. Since we deal with sliding windows and pursue reconstruction at every time

sample, it is prudent to use computationally efficient algorithms for spectral recovery. This

justifies the use of greedy algorithms which are easier to implement than linear program-

ming methods. In this case, the application of the OMP should go beyond the first iteration

for a single component signal. This is attributed to the fact that the OMP strives to find

the column (atom) of the dictionary matrix which is most correlated with the windowed

observations. With a Fourier dictionary, this correlation corresponds to performing the FT

of the observations and then searching for the peak location. Accordingly, estimating the IF

over a sliding window provides the same results for both the single-iteration OMP and the

spectrogram. Of course, due to the orthogonal projection underlying the OMP second and

higher iterations, the results of these two methods differ when dealing with multi-component

signals. The work in [25] proposed to overcome the above similarity by performing several

OMP iterations followed by IF estimation based on averaging, frequency of occurrence,

and maximum value of the iteration results. The follow-up work in [18] considered the

same problem, and discussed the paradigm of sparsity, number of observations, and window

length. It is shown that, for LFM signals, the sparsity of the local frequencies is propor-

tional to the window length, thus adding another condition on window selections, besides
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the conventional temporal and spectral resolution requirements. It was maintained that

stable signal reconstruction within a sliding window depends on the underlying probability

distribution function guiding the random sampling intervals. It is important to mention

that, in this approach as well as in classical window-based TF methods, continuity in time is

implicitly assumed using overlapping sliding windows. However, as reported in [78], highly

structured TF representations can benefit from explicitly imposing time smoothness. In

[78], this enforcement was achieved using Bayesian framework.

In order to demonstrate the benefits of local sparse reconstruction, we consider compu-

tational electromagnetic modeling data corresponding to a human walking straight toward

a pulse-Doppler radar (which means 0o azimuth). Vertical polarization is considered. The

radar operates around a carrier frequency of 1 GHz with a bandwidth of 80 MHz. Also, we

consider a walking cycle that takes 2 seconds. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)

method is used as the electromagnetic problem solver. We randomly remove 45% of the

data. Fig. 13 shows that the global signal reconstruction fails once again to depict the torso

and limbs movements. The local signal reconstruction over short windows resembles the

spectrogram with all uniformly sampled data available. This resemblance will lend itself

to proper motion classification under missing or random observations. Applications of the

same method to real human gait data was considered in [43].

It has been shown that the sinusoidal dictionary causes competing requirements on the

window size. That is, including more observations for stable recovery leads to an increased

bandwidth and, in turn, less sparsity. The chirp dictionary can break, or at least loosen,

this adverse window length-sparsity interlocking. It is shown in [44, 45] that local frequency

reconstruction using chirp atoms better represents the approximate piece-wise chirp be-

havior of most Doppler TF signatures. This enables the utilization of longer windows for

accurate signal reconstruction. Because a constructed chirp spans the window length, we

cannot designate the reconstruction results to a mid-window reference sample, as in the case
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of sinusoidal basis. Accordingly, with highly overlapping sliding windows, one may avoid

conflicting results by resorting to TF averaging so as to obtain a unique IF estimate [45].

This example demonstrates the performance of local reconstruction with chirp dictionary

and sinusoid dictionary when applied to a three-component signal which contains two differ-

ent signal types. We sample the data at the Nyquist rate, and then randomly discard some

of the samples. The sampling frequency is Fs = 256Hz, the total signal length is N = 256,

and only 50% of the data is used to estimate the IFs. A 70-point data window is used when

computing the TF representation. The three-component signal is expressed as

x(n) =e[(0.1Fs) cos(2πn)+2π(0.25Fs)n] + e[(0.1Fs) cos(2πn)+2π(0.35Fs)n]

+e[2π(0.4Fs)n−(0.3Fs)
n2

2N
] + ε(n),

where n = 0, 1, 2, ...N − 1, with SNR = 30 dB. The result in Fig. 14 demonstrates that the

local frequency reconstruction using sinusoid atoms fails to resolve the signal, whereas the

chirp dictionary yields a desirable TF representation. Sparse reconstruction of local signal

frequencies using a chirp dictionary is shown in [44, 45] to outperform the chirp transform,

especially under compressed observations.

6.3. Multiple Window Reconstruction of Time-Frequency Distributions

Just as the single-window based local frequency reconstruction, the multiple-window

reconstruction technique follows the second approach in Fig. 6 and is considered part of

the sparse construction approach for nonstationary signals. It is inspired by the fact that

multiple-window spectrograms outperform their single-window counterparts. One commonly

used set of windows is the Hermite functions [79]. Another possibility is to use windows

which are the dominant eigenvectors of a desired RID kernel [29]. The CWD could be

approximated by a weighted sum of spectrograms where the weights are the respective

eigenvalues of the corresponding kernel eigendecomposition. As an example, Fig. 15 shows
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the eigenvalues and the first six dominant eigenvectors of the CWD kernel [47]. It is clear

that the eigenvalues decay rapidly, and those after the 6th term are negligible. We use

L = 6 terms in the sequel for a high-fidelity TFSR reconstruction. Note that L = 6 eigen-

decompositions are data-independent and thus can be computed only once prior to QTFD

reconstructions.

To develop the sparse reconstruction approach which parallels the multi-window spec-

trograms, we consider the linear model with the corresponding multiple-window STFT

sl(t) = F̃xl(t), l = 1, ..., L, (12)

where sl(t) is the windowed data observations where the missing samples are removed, F̃ is

the inverse DFT matrix, and xl(t) is the lth QTFD to be reconstructed. Eq. (12) represents

an SMV when solved using sparse reconstruction techniques for each l separately. It can

also define an MMV model, building on the approximately common support of xl(t) in the

TF domain for different l. In this case, each window defines a different data set, and jointly

sparse signal recovery techniques can then be applied. These techniques include distributed

greedy algorithms, such as simultaneous OMP and simultaneous subspace pursuit [80, 81,

82]. The common support characteristic and the corresponding sparse representation can

also be cast as block sparsity or group sparsity, which is effectively solved using techniques

that account for such property. Group sparsity solvers include block-sparsity based CS

[68, 72], and multi-task BCS [63, 64, 73].

Simulation results are provided in Figs. 16 and 17 to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed multiple-window sparse reconstruction of TF signatures of nonstationary sig-

nals [47]. Both SVM- and MMV-based sparse reconstruction techniques are applied and

compared. In the former, the TFSR is separately reconstructed using the SMV for each

window l in (12), and the results are weighted with the respective eigenvalues and then
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averaged. We consider the case where only 25% random time-domain samples of the data

are available. Fig. 16 shows the observed signal waveform as well as its spectrogram and

the CWD. Neither distribution shows clear TF signatures. The QTFD obtained from the

MMV model through the CMT-BCS algorithm yields much cleaner results, as evident in

Fig. 17(a), whereas the weighted sum of the individually reconstructed TFSR results, as

depicted in Fig. 17(b), shows inferior TF signatures and a high level of undesired artifacts.

For comparison, the sparse reconstruction using a single rectangular window is depicted in

Fig. 17(c), which does not depict a clear signature of the chirp component either. It is worth

noting that single and multiple window signature reconstructions do not suffer from vertical

line type of clutter as those techniques using smoothing TF kernels.

In the next example, we observe a signal composed of two components with third degree

polynomial phase. Results in Fig. 18(a) demonstrate the effectiveness of the MMV approach

using common support. Single window reconstruction (Fig. 18(c)) suffers from gaps in the

TF signature which occurred due to reconstruction errors. On the other hand, separate

reconstruction of multiple windows in Fig. 18(b) provides blurred signature around the true

IF law. In sparse reconstruction, we cannot fully quantify the performance gain of using

multiple windows. However, we put forward the common approximate support property

underpinning multiple windows as the reason behind the improved TF representation. For

demonstration, we used the eigenvectors corresponding to the first, second, and fourth dom-

inant eigenvalues, and the results are included in Fig. 18(d). As evident from this figure, the

reconstructed TFSR exhibits a phenomenon resembling the ripple effect due to the support

mismatch. Further investigation is required in order to gain insights into the improvements

achieved by using MMV approach.
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6.4. Structure-Aware Bayesian Compressive Sensing for Time-Frequency Distribution Re-

construction

When performing sparse reconstruction of the TFSR, we observe that the signal IFs show

continuous signatures in the 2-D TF domain. As such, the reconstruction performance can

be improved by utilizing the specific TFSR contiguity structure [46].

To encourage contiguity in the joint TF domain, we utilize data in the neighboring time

instants. The coefficient of a pixel in the TF domain is expressed as the product of two

variables, i.e., x(t, f) = w(t, f)z(t, f), where z(t, f) is a Bernoulli distributed binary number

that determines whether the pixel takes a nonzero value, whereas w(t, f) determines the

value of the pixel when it is determined to be nonzero. The Bernoulli distribution parameters

of z(t, f) of a pixel at (t, f) are determined by the values of its neighboring pixels at time

instants t − 1 and t + 1. More specifically, the continuous IF property allows us to place

different priors to the distribution of z(t, f) into several different patterns, prompting a

nonzero entry when it falls between a single diagonal pair of nonzero neighboring pixels. For

example, in [46], three-level patterns are used, i.e., “strong rejection”, “weak rejection”, and

“strong acceptance”, as shown in Fig. 19. For this purpose, two variables, i.e., the number

of neighboring pixels and the number of diagonal pairs with nonzero entries, are defined.

Conceptually, strong acceptance is set when the neighboring pixels exhibit a single diagonal

pattern (Fig. 19(c)). On the other hand, the prior is set to strongly reject the pixel under

test when all the neighboring pixels are zero, or a high number neighboring diagonal pairs

are present (Fig. 19(a)), and weakly reject the pixel when the neighboring pixels have a

single nonzero entry (Fig. 19(b)).

For illustration, consider two parallel polynomial phase signals with 128 samples [46].

The component with a lower frequency spans samples 33 to 128, whereas the other one

spans samples 1 to 96. Fig. 20(a) shows the TFSR results reconstructed from the IAF,

kerneled with the AOK, using the OMP, where the sparsity is specified as 2 throughout
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all time samples. Fig. 20(b) shows the results using the BCS without incorporating the

continuous IF structure. It is observed that in both cases the TFSRs are not smoothly

connected and there are spurious entries toward the two ends where the true sparsity is one.

The results in Fig. 20(c) are obtained from structure-aware BCS, which clearly show smooth

TFSR signatures with much less spurious entries.

6.5. Sparse Reconstruction from Instantaneous Autocorrelation Function

Early work on sparse reconstruction of the QTFDs focused on the ambiguity domain,

often kerneled, as the domain of observations. It exploited the 2-D FFT relationship between

the ambiguity domain and the TF domain [24]. Alternatively and more efficiently, QTFDs

can be obtained through sparse reconstruction of data in the IAF domain, as pointed out in

Section 5. In this case, the two domains of the IAF and the TF are related by a 1-D FFT

and the sparse reconstruction is performed by utilizing the Fourier relationship between the

the autocorrelation lags and frequency spectrum for each time instant. This yields a number

of advantages in terms of simplicity, flexibility, and performance [29]:

(1) The size of the dictionary matrix is significantly reduced and so is the overall solution

complexity and the execution time. For an N -point FFT, the dictionary matrix correspond-

ing to the 2-D FFT relationship requires a dimension of N2×N2, whereas that corresponding

to the 1-D case is only N ×N . The latter also permits parallel computation of the QTFD

for all time instants.

(2) It enables exploitation of local sparsity, instead of the global sparsity, for improved

performance. Because the IAF and TF domains share the same time dimension, the QTFD is

obtained individually for each time instant. As such, we can specify sparsity in the frequency

domain entries for each time instant. This is particularly important for FM signals as the

local sparsity specification avoids the cluttered QTFD entries around TF regions with strong

QTFD presence. In Fig. 21, we plot the results corresponding to the same signals as in Fig.

20, but the results are reconstructed by OMP and BCS exploiting global sparsity rather
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Table 1 - Absolute distance results for different approaches
MMV Separate Single window Kernel Linear

approach reconstruction reconstruction reconstruction interpolation
0.3297 0.3568 0.3516 0.3343 0.3396

than local sparsity. For the OMP method, the total sparsity in Fig. 21(a) is the same as

that in Fig. 20(a). It is evident that nonzero entries are reconstructed along the impulsive

artifacts, whereas few nonzero entries are obtained toward the edges because of low power

concentration as a result of the zero-padding in the TF analysis.

(3) IAF-based TFSR reconstruction also permits the exploitation of signal TFSR struc-

tures, such as the TF signature continuity with adjacent TF domain pixels, as discussed in

Section 6.4. Such treatment, particularly the consideration of signal structures in a local

time region, is difficult when reconstructing QTFD from the ambiguity domain.

6.6. Comparison of Different Approaches

In this section, we compare some of the previously described approaches applied to the

noiseless signal composed of a chirp and a component with a third degree polynomial phase:

x(n) = e51.2π(n/N−1)
3

+ e64π(n/N−1)
2

,

where N = 256 and n = 0, ..., N −1. We assume that 50% of samples are randomly missing,

and the results obtained from different TF reconstruction methods are shown in Fig. 22.

All the results are compared with respect to the true TF signature, i.e., the IF law which

is a derivative of the components phases. The absolute difference is used as as metric, and

the results are given in Table 1.

We notice that the MMV approach and the kernel approach give the smallest errors. The

worst result is obtained using the multiple windows with separate reconstructions. The single

window approach shows gaps in the reconstructed TF signature, while linear interpolation

contains more clutter when compared to the other techniques.
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7. Parametric SA-TFSR

The parametric approach for sparse-aware TF analysis focuses on separation of multiple

sinusoidal FM micro-Doppler components and the estimation of their parameters, such as

the Doppler repetition period, the Doppler amplitude, and the initial phase. In this case,

the sparse reconstruction may benefit from the fact that all components, belonging to radar

reflection from the same rotating, vibrating, or oscillating targets share the same Doppler

repetition period. This benefit may be realized by the pruned orthogonal matching pursuit

(POMP) [27]. The radar echo from a coning target is given by

y(t) =
K∑
κ=1

aκe
 4π
λ
dκ sin(ωt+θκ), t = t1, t2, ..., tN , (13)

where ω refers to the Doppler repetition frequency, defining the angular velocity of the target,

aκ is the complex reflectivity of the κth scatterer, λ is the wavelength, dκ is the Doppler

amplitude and is dependent on the spatial position of the κth scatterer, θκ is the initial

phase, and K is the number of dominant scatterers. The model of sparse representation is

expressed as

Y = Φ(µ)X, (14)

where µ is the unknown key parameter vector that represents the common characteristics

of all nonzero entries in the sparse vector X which contains information about the signal

parameters. The desired solution of parametric sparse representation can be expressed as

{µ̂, X̂} = arg min
µ,X
‖ Y −Φ(µ)X ‖22≤ ε1, (15)

where ε1 is the noise threshold. The parametric sparse TF analysis approach adopts the

analytic form of basis functions in (14) and, as such, accurately fits the received signal char-

acteristics. This type of model matching represents a key advantage over the nonparametric
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counterpart of SA-QTFDs. One approach to solve for the sparse X is by discretizing the

three parameter values (ω, dκ, θκ) in (13) and form a large size dictionary, which will likely

be computationally prohibitive and, due to limited observations, may lead to unstable so-

lution. A more efficient algorithm is based on separating the common frequency parameter

from individual parameters in the signal decomposition process. Since the recovery error is

more sensitive to the wrong value of ω than to the wrong values of dκ, θκ, the authors in

[27] attempt to reduce the computational costs associated with the choice of ω. In the first

iteration all candidate values of ω are included. However, in subsequent iterations the set of

candidates is reduced by excluding half of the ω values which produce the highest residual

errors. In so doing, the problem size can be significantly reduced [27]. This algorithm was

used to generate the following results.

Consider two sinusoidal FM signals with respective parameter sets of (ω, d1, θ1)=[4π,

0.015, 1] and (ω, d2, θ2) = [4π, 0.003, 3]. Using (15), the three parameters of each sinusoid

are properly estimated per Fig. 23(a). Fig. 23(b) depicts the TF signature of the two signals

using the estimated parameters. However, as previously mentioned, a deviation from the

model wold cause this approach to fail and to become inferior to the nonparametric approach

[44, 45].

8. Conclusions

The emergence of the areas of compressive sensing and sparse reconstruction has brought

a new perspective to QTFD of nonstationary signals. In essence, the high power concentra-

tion in the TF domain casts these signals as sparse and, as such, invites sparse optimization

techniques to play a fundamental role in TF signature estimations. This new paradigm

has ignited the development of SA-QTFDs and motivated new approaches for designing

TF kernels for revealing the local frequency behavior of multi-component FM signals. This

paper categorized current research activities involving Fourier basis in SA-QTFD into those
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approaches that aim at identifying new members of Cohen’s class of QTFDs and others

which solve sparse optimization problems using Fourier dictionary. A hybrid approach is a

one that uses the Fourier transform as well as a Fourier dictionary. In all three cases, the

domain of complete or compressed observations may vary, but the common destination is

the TF domain. The paper showed significant improvements offered by SA-QTFD over the

traditional QTFD approaches which do not incorporate, directly or indirectly, sparsity in

their formulations. It was shown that tradeoffs between temporal and spectral resolutions

as well as TF signal contiguity are better served using block-sparsity and Bayesian CS tech-

niques. There remain many stimulating problems in SA-QTFD which encourage further

developments in this area covering several applications that involve nonstationary signals.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Real-part waveform, WVD (time vs. frequency), AF (lag vs. Doppler), and IAF (time vs. lag) of
the two-component signals. (a) with full data; (b) with 60% of missing data.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: QTFD of missing data. (a) QTFD with an adaptive optimal kernel; (b) AF after the AOK is
multiplied; (c) the CWD; and (d) the spectrogram.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: TFSRs of an incomplete sinusoidal FM signal: (a) the WVD obtained by using incomplete data;
(b) the WVD obtained after using linear interpolation in the time domain; (c) the WVD obtained after
using linear interpolation along the time axis in the IAF.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Other interpolation methods for an incomplete sinusoidal FM signal: (a) Nearest neighbor; (b)
Splines.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: TFSRs of a randomly under-sampled multi-component signal: (a) the WVD obtained after using
linear interpolation in the time domain; (b) the WVD obtained after using linear interpolation along the
time axis in the IAF; (c) the WVD obtained after using a linear interpolation along the time axis in the
IAF with 35% of data samples present.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: TFSR for a given multi-component signal. (a) ideal distribution; (b) spectrogram.

Figure 7: Dual-based approach for SA-TFSRs.
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Figure 8: TFSR obtained from different domains through sparse reconstruction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: RIDs of a signal consisting of two polynomial phase signals when 50% of the data is missing. (a)
adaptive optimal kernel; (b) the CWD; (c) the spectrogram; (d) our approach.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: TFSRs of a signal consisting of two chirps: (a) AOK based distribution of compressed data; (b)
the CWD of compressed data; (c) the sparsity aware kernel approach.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: TFSRs of the signal considered in Fig. 5: (a) AOK based distribution of compressed data; (b)
the CWD of compressed data; (c) the sparsity aware kernel approach.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12: Sparse reconstruction using the measurements in the ambiguity domain: (a) reconstructed TFSR
when using complete data; (b) reconstructed TFSR when 50% of samples are missing.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13: (a) Spectrogram obtained from data with no missing samples; (b) global reconstruction; (c) local
reconstruction of the human gait signal when 45% of the data is missing.
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Local reconstruction of a three-component signal when 50% of the data is missing using (a) chirp
atoms; (b) sinusoid atoms.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the rotated kernel. (a) The first 20 dominant eigenvalues of
the rotated autocorrelation-domain kernel, sorted by the magnitude; (b) The eigenvectors of the first six
dominant terms.
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Figure 16: Signal waveform of 25% observation data with its spectrogram and CWD. (a) real-part of
waveform; (b) imaginary-part of waveform; (c) spectrogram; and (d) CWD.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17: TFSR reconstructed using 25% of observed data. (a) sparse reconstruction from MMV approach;
(b) sum of the six individually reconstructed TFSRs; and (c) sparse reconstruction using a single rectangular
window.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18: TFSR reconstructed using 50% of observed data. (a) sparse reconstruction from MMV approach;
(b) sum of the four individually reconstructed TFSRs; and (c) sparse reconstruction using a single gaussian
window. (d) sparse reconstruction using MMV approach when first, second and forth eigenvectors are used
as windows.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 19: Examples of TFSR patterns. White squares denote entries with zero entries, blue shaded squares
denote the entries with nonzero amplitudes, and red shaded squares denote the entry under test. (a) strong
rejection; (b) weak rejection; (c) strong acceptance.
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Figure 20: TFSRs reconstructed using (a) OMP; (b) BCS; and (c) structure-aware BCS.
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Figure 21: TFSRs reconstructed exploiting global sparsity by (a) OMP; (b) BCS.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 22: Different techniques applied to the same data (a) sparse reconstruction using MMV approach;
(b) sum of the three individually reconstructed TFSRs; (c) sparse reconstruction using a single window; (d)
kernel approach; and (e) linear interpolation.

(a) (b)

Figure 23: (a) Estimated parameters; (b) TF signature of the two signals using the estimated parameters.
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